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Abstract:
One of the most needed and challenging components in an ad-hoc wireless network is the development of practical localized algorithms for the automatic discovery of sensor position. More recent approaches to location discovery often require the availability of GPS on some reference sensors, assume some sensors with prior position information, or use centralized processing to locate the sensor positions. For a wireless ad-hoc network, these assumptions may not be reasonable because the required information may not be available or because of the large amount of communication required between sensors.

We propose a decentralized algorithm that assumes a number of sensors are scattered about the landscape. Initially, all of the sensor positions are unknown and must deduce their positions based on the limited information that they receive. The basic strategy is to allow group of nearby sensors to deduce their positions relative to each other, forming clusters. These clusters are defined by their shared ‘local’ coordinate system. A communication protocol allows nearby clusters (those which share ‘border sensors’) to merge into larger clusters until eventually the complete network is referenced to the same coordinate system. The calculations must be done in a decentralized manner since the cost of communication (in terms of power consumption) is high. The algorithms exploit the information flow while coping with distributed signal processing and the requirements of network scalability. For sensor location problems, once the estimation procedure and communication protocol are performed, sensor clusters can be merged to establish a single global coordinate system.
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